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Summary
Major innovations in consumer electronics are at our doorsteps bringing VR
technology into our living rooms. The state of presence or the illusion of non-mediation is at
the core of the virtual experiences this technology provides and possesses important
implications for the way we interact with virtual environments and for the things, we take
away from this experience. Despite the large body of empirical research on the topic, the
underlying cognitive processes have been addressed in only few publications. Thus, the goal
of the dissertation project is to build upon findings from psychology and cognitive
neuroscience to explain how non-mediation can emerge, when the user is presented with a
virtual environment. As a conceptual framework, the processing of virtual stimuli is framed
as an interaction between focused attention and fundamental cognitive capacities. I argue that
non-mediation emerges effortlessly already at the perceptual level. The subsequent process of
constructing a mental model of the virtual environment enables the user to interact effectively
and is responsible for transfer effects to physical environments, where these models might
prove useful. Non-mediation is maintained as long as the user is not distracted and new
information from the virtual environments is consistent with the mental model. In the case of
strong violations, however, a break in presence emerges that is conceptualized as an orienting
response, through which attention is allocated to stimuli of the physical environment.
In my dissertation project, I developed a conceptual framework of presence based on
the functional organization of the human cognitive system. Empirical evidence of the
involved cognitive capacities at work and a reliable measure of breaks in presence are
reported. The framework is also applied to the domain of natural user interfaces to explain
how users adapt to input devices with varying degrees of natural mapping with the help of
mental interaction models. Implications for the use of naturally mapped controllers for
entertainment and for motor skill training in virtual environments are investigated.
Furthermore, future research directions of the outlined research program are identified.
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Zusammenfassung
Neue Entwicklungen im Bereich der Unterhaltungselektronik werden zunehmend
Virtual-Reality-Technologie in unsere Wohnzimmer bringen. Der psychische Zustand
Presence als die Unscheinbarkeit der medialen Vermittlung besitzt dabei einen besonderen
Stellenwert zur Erklärung, wie wir die durch diese Technologien bereitgestellten virtuellen
Umgebungen verarbeiten und die Ergebnisse der Interaktion auf reale Kontexte übertragen
können. Obwohl in diesem Bereich zahlreiche Forschungsarbeiten vorgelegt wurden, ist die
Anzahl an Theorien über die involvierten kognitiven Mechanismen erstaunlich gering. Das
Ziel des Dissertationsprojektes ist es daher, auf den Befunden der Psychologie und
kognitiven Neurowissenschaften aufzubauen, um die Entstehung von Presence in virtuellen
Umgebungen erklären zu können. Als konzeptueller Rahmen für diese Arbeit wird Presence
als eine Interaktion zwischen fokussierter Aufmerksamkeit und fundamentalem kognitiven
Fähigkeiten verstanden. Aus dieser Perspektive entsteht Presence bereits auf der Ebene der
Wahrnehmung virtueller Stimuli. Die nachgelagerte Konstruktion eines mentalen Modells
ermöglicht es dem Nutzer, effektiv mit der virtuellen Umgebung zu interagieren, und ist für
Transfer-Effekte in reale Umgebungen mit ähnlichen Anforderungen verantwortlich.
Presence wird aufrechterhalten, solange der Nutzer nicht abgelenkt wird und die Stimuli der
virtuellen Umgebung mit dem korrespondierenden mentalen Modell kompatibel sind. Im
Falle schwerwiegender Konsistenzverletzungen treten sogenannte Breaks in Presence auf, die
als Orientierungsreaktionen verstanden werden können, bei denen die Aufmerksamkeit auf
Stimuli in der physischen Umgebung gelenkt wird.
Im vorliegenden Dissertationsprojekt wurde ein konzeptuelles Rahmenmodell von
Presence entwickelt, das sich an der funktionalen Organisation des kognitiven Systems des
Menschen orientiert. In diesem Rahmen werden eigene empirische Belege für die
Wirksamkeit der involvierten kognitiven fundamentalen Fähigkeiten sowie ein reliables
psychophysiologisches Messinstrument für Breaks in Presence vorgestellt. Das Modell wird
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zudem auf natürliche Eingabegeräte angewendet und mithilfe von mentalen
Interaktionsmodellen die Anpassungsfähigkeit von Nutzern an Schnittstellen mit
verschiedenen Graden an Natural Mapping erklärt. Diesbezüglich werden Studienergebnisse
zu Implikationen von natürlichen Eingabegeräten für das Unterhaltungsempfinden und den
motorischen Fertigkeitserwerb in virtuellen Umgebungen vorgestellt. Zuletzt wird ein
Ausblick auf zukünftige Arbeiten im Forschungsprogramm gegeben.
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VE

virtual environment

PE

physical environment

NUI

natural user interface

OR

orienting response

UX

user experience

BIP

break in presence

VR

virtual reality
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Introduction

In 2012, a small start-up called Oculus VR launched a Kickstarter campaign for a
consumer-level head-mounted display. The campaign managed to secure its complete
funding goal in less than a day (Robertson, 2012) and in the end raised more than nine times
the initial funding goal (Kickstarter, 2012). As evidenced by the success of this campaign and
the success of Samsung Gear VR, Oculus VR’s co-product aiming at the mobile market, the
demand for consumer-level virtual reality (VR) hardware is enormous with 58% of
respondents from a US-based mid-2015 survey stating that they would purchase a VR
headset within the next 12 months (Statista, 2015). Even before the official release of the
Oculus Rift, currently scheduled for Q1 2016 (Oculus VR, 2015), the biggest part of
commercially successful video games supports it either natively or via one of the available
third-party plugins (Andersson, 2015). In 2014 Oculus was acquired by Facebook with Mark
Zuckerberg (2015) sharing his vision of the Oculus Rift: “Our mission [is, sic] to give people
the power to experience anything. Even if you don't have the ability to travel somewhere, or
to be with someone in person, or even if something is physically impossible to build in our
analog world, the goal is to help build a medium that will give you the ability to do all of
these things you might not otherwise be able to do”.
The Oculus rift is only a prototypical example for the significant increase in
consumer-level VR technology announcements. Releases are not only expected in the domain
of head-mounted displays (e.g. Playstation VR, HTC Vive), but also for technology
facilitating natural interaction with the virtual world. Following the introduction of motion
controllers to a wide audience with the Nintendo Wii in 2006, several similar motionsensitive input devices to be controlled with both hands have been announced for the near
future (e.g. Sixense STEM, Oculus Touch). The newest development in the domain of
consumer-level VR hardware is the upcoming release of small-size treadmills that allow users
to use natural walking and running motions to navigate the virtual environment (e.g. Virtuix
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Omni, Cyberith Virtualizer). With a new generation of consumer-level VR technology at our
immediate doorstep and the new types of applications resulting from this development, a
detailed understanding of the fundamentally involved cognitive and emotional mechanisms
during the interaction with virtual environments is key to comprehend the potential of the
technology and to guide the design process for various applications. The goal of the presented
dissertation project is to address these questions with a focus on human perception and
interaction in virtual environments.
Despite the upcoming releases of new technology, VR is not a completely new
phenomenon, but merely a technology-oriented description of applications addressing the
human senses more comprehensively compared to traditional screen-based applications. This
is usually achieved by taking the user’s head orientation and position as well as handmovements into account in the rendering process. The other information channels are
typically conveyed similarly to traditional setups. From this perspective, VR can be
considered as a special type of the more general group of virtual environments (VEs). VEs
are virtual spatial entities the user can traverse and in most cases also manipulate using some
kind of input device. Video games are a prototypical example of this type of application and
share considerable feature-set with what is considered VR. Through the popularity of video
games, a major part of today’s society is already familiar with the principles governing VEs.
Apart from entertainment contexts, VEs also serve many scientific, productive, therapeutic,
and educational purposes with varying degrees of technological sophistication for the
representation of the environment. They have, for example, been employed for the simulation
of ecological and geo-physical systems (Gerndt, Miller, Su, Meselhe, & Cruz-Neira, 2009) or
large-scale crowd behavior in emergency situations (Lozano, Morillo, Lewis, Reiners, &
Cruz-Neira, 2007). VEs are also used in the realm of product design during early prototyping
to provide the developers with an enhanced visualization with varying levels of complexity
(e.g. in the automotive industry; P. Zimmermann, 2008). Their therapeutic potential has
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among other areas been shown for the treatment of acrophobia (Rothbaum et al., 1995) and
post-traumatic stress disorder in Iraq or Afghanistan war veterans (McLay et al., 2011).
Educational applications include for example science education (Boudreaux et al., 2009),
surgery training (Al-Kadi et al., 2012), pilot flight training (de Winter, Dodou, & Mulder,
2012), and virtual patients for psychotherapy training (Kenny et al., 2008).
In these contexts, the relations between the VE and the corresponding physical
environment are of central importance. Physical environments (PEs) here refer to different
contexts in the physical world that are associated with a specific set of knowledge structures
(e.g. driving a car, cooking). While most entertainment-oriented applications integrate only
few aspects from physical environments into the VE to provide more interesting and
sometimes completely new experiences, “serious” applications aim to transfer the outcome of
the VE to the RE, may it be a prediction of large-scale crowd-behavior or the newly learnt
ability to land an airplane safely under stormy conditions. Whenever these types of transfer
are of central importance to the application, it is beneficial when the user’s perceptions and
behavioral reactions in the VE are similar to the corresponding PE. Only then is the user able
to apply prior real-world knowledge to the VE seamlessly and transfer virtual experiences to
the PE. However, VEs are necessarily inaccurate representations of real phenomena and,
more so, the user should be fully aware about the artificial nature of elements in a VE—after
all, they are virtual experiences, i.e. intended to be similar in their efficiency, but possess no
physical form (Peirce, 1902). A user could as well be sceptic about the link between the VE
and the represented PE and from a rational standpoint he should be able to differentiate
between the VE and the PE hindering the described transfer processes. However, one
typically observes the opposite: The user reacts similarly in both environments as if no
medium was present. Thus, it becomes necessary to investigate, under which conditions the
cognitive and emotional processes are identical for both environments. Research in this area
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can both provide principles for the design of virtual environments and contribute to our
understanding of the human cognitive system during the use of interactive media.
A large body of work in this research area (over 1,800 papers as of 2007; Lombard &
Jones, 2007) identified the presence phenomenon as an important variable in this equation.
Presence occurs when the user does not acknowledge the role of technology during
interaction in the VE resulting in a state of non-mediation (ISPR, 2000). This experience
possesses important implications for the ability to utilize prior knowledge for the interaction
with VE and to transfer acquired knowledge out of the VE. Without it, the user would have to
engage in “translation efforts” between both environments rendering a VE fairly ineffective
for its respective purpose.
Considering the extensive research on the topic, it is surprising to find that while a
large number of definitions have been presented for the experiential level of presence (e.g.
Steuer, 1992; Lombard & Ditton, 1997; Biocca, 1997; K. M. Lee, 2004) guiding many
research efforts, the degree to which the cognitive mechanisms behind the concept are
covered remains surprisingly small (but see Wirth et al., 2007). At the same time, it has been
argued that the research areas of media psychology and communication research would
benefit greatly from theories explaining phenomena based on the processes of the human
cognitive system to create more focused but at the same time also more comprehensive and
stimulus-independent explanations (Weber, Sherry, & Mathiak, 2008). Theories following
this approach have, for example, been presented for the domains of flow (Weber, Tamborini,
Westcott-Baker, & Kantor, 2009) and limited processing capacity during mediated message
processing (Ohler, 1994; Lang, 2000, 2014). Regarding the processing of virtual
environments, the two-step model of spatial presence (Wirth et al., 2007) also follows this
approach. Consequently, theories of VE processing necessarily need to take findings from
disciplines into account that genuinely investigate the human cognitive system, such as
psychology and cognitive neuroscience. The goal for presence research should not be to
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merely bring forward more complex theories covering relevant phenomena specifically for
VEs, but to identify the media-specific circumstances under which our cognitive apparatus
operates under the “perceptual illusion of non-mediation” (Lombard & Ditton, 1997, p. 12) in
VEs.
Due to the current state of theory development for the presence phenomenon and the
resulting implications for the methodology of measuring presence, the goal of the dissertation
project is to present a comprehensive framework for the processing of virtual environments.
While strong contributions to presence theory originated in communication research, the
approach of this framework is to take core findings of psychology and cognitive neuroscience
about the human cognitive system stronger into account and relate them to the specific
demands our cognitive system has to face in virtual environments. In fact, the goal is not to
re-explicate over 100 years of research in psychology, but to emphasize the specific
interactions between our cognitive systems and VEs that shape our virtual experiences. A
dominant part of these considerations is concerned with the role of attentional processes, that
are usually considered to play a central role for presence (e.g. Wirth et al., 2007; Klimmt &
Vorderer, 2003; Schubert, Friedmann, & Regenbrecht, 2001), and mental models due to their
role in the perception of and interaction with VEs and their ability to link experiences from
PE and VE (e.g. Ohler, 1994; Busselle & Bilandzic, 2008; McGloin, 2011). The overarching
thesis can be considered a story about the deceptive nature of virtual environments that
continually trick our cognitive system until they ultimately fail. It can be divided into four
parts:
(1) The presence phenomenon and subsequent effects can be explained with the help
of focused attention being established through cognitive and emotional
mechanisms guiding attention towards the VE. Focused attention here refers to
attention being continually allocated to stimuli originating from the VE.
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(2) As long as this state of focused attention is held up, the interaction between
focused attention and fundamental cognitive capacities (preattentive registration
and processing of spatial and social cues) allows identical processing mechanisms
to act upon virtual stimuli as for real stimuli.
(3) In this process, mental models are activated and updated. Depending on the
consistency of the model with the VE, they either contribute to focused attention
or interrupt it (break in presence).
(4) Because the involved mental models both guide perception and action in virtual
worlds through physical world experiences and are shaped by the virtual
encounter, the resulting changes may be transferred to corresponding situations in
PEs resulting in a learning effect.

The papers that are part of this dissertation have either been published in peerreviewed journals (Liebold, Richter, Teichmann, Hamker, & Ohler, 2015; Pietschmann,
Liebold, Valtin, & Ohler, 2013) and peer-reviewed conference proceedings (Liebold &
Ohler, 2013), are currently under review for journal publication (Liebold, Brill, Pietschmann,
Schwab, & Ohler, 2015; Liebold, Bowman, & Pietschmann, 2016b), or are in preparation for
publication (Liebold et al., in prep.). Additionally, earlier full paper versions of some of the
papers have previously been presented at the annual conference of the International
Communication Association (ICA) in 2015 (Liebold, Pietschmann, & Ohler, 2015a; Liebold,
Koban, & Ohler, 2015) or are accepted for presentation at the annual conference of the ICA
in 2016 (Liebold, Bowman, et al., 2016a; Liebold, Brill, Pietschmann, Schwab, & Ohler,
2016). The first group of papers is directly concerned with presence from the perspective of a
cognitive process model: Liebold, Pietschmann, and Ohler (in prep.) describe a cognitive
model of the processing of virtual environments based on focused attention, automated and
preattentive processing of spatial and social cues, as well as mental models serving as the
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theoretical framework for the other contributions. Some of the involved preattentive cognitive
and emotional mechanisms of visual perception that are ultimately able to guide human
attention involuntarily to specific stimuli are reviewed from a psychological and neuroscience
perspective in Liebold, Richter, Teichmann, Hamker, and Ohler (2015). Although the paper
focuses on automated emotion recognition, the discussed mechanisms are of central
importance for visual perception in general and consequently for the emergence of focused
attention. The study presented in Liebold & Ohler (2013) provides evidence for the
preattentive and automated processing of social cues in virtual environments. We investigated
how systematic differences between the emotional expressive behavior of virtual agents and
real humans influence the ability to recognize emotional states. Liebold, Brill, Pietschmann,
Schwab, and Ohler (2015) expand on the theoretical framework by elaborating on one of its
components: When the predictions from a mental model are violated by the VE, the state of
focused attention is interrupted through an attentional shift to the medium as an artifact. This
reaction can be considered an orienting response and—as we show—reliably measured using
psychophysiological and behavioral measures.
The second group of papers considers application areas, where mental models interact
with specific media properties either by transferring prior experiences from PEs to the VE or
by transferring learning effects from the VE to the RE. With the goal to identify
circumstances, under which stereoscopic media have a positive influence on user experience
and performance, Pietschmann, Liebold, Valtin, and Ohler (2013) investigate the condition of
spatial mapping. It is given when the perceived 3D space of the VE is identical to the
environment, where the user performs actions using natural user interfaces. A special type of
mental models is introduced that is responsible for the representation of interaction with the
VE (affordances, controller mapping, linked motor patterns). Building upon this assumption,
Liebold, Bowman, and Pietschmann (2016b) investigate the moderating role of controller
experience in the link between the natural mapping of a controller and the user experience. In
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the final paper, Liebold, Koban, and Ohler (2015) scrutinize the potential of home
entertainment hard- and software to teach motor skills. We investigated the differential
impact of gamepads and a natural user interface (a steering wheel) as well as the accuracy of
a racing simulation. The transfer effect resulting from mental models acquired in the VE was
assessed in a true transfer situation on a real go-kart racing track accounting for cognitive,
affective, and motoric transfer effects. This introduction dominantly discusses the
assumptions and consequences of these papers, while the content is summarized. At some
points during the discussion, however, the presented arguments extend upon the discussion in
the papers.
Overall, the presented contributions advance the field of presence research as a core
element for the cognitive and emotional processing of VEs by (1) providing a theoretical
framework based on fundamental mechanisms of the human cognitive system, (2) testing
core assumptions of this theoretical framework, and (3) demonstrating the interplay between
mental models for physical and virtual environments. Yet, due to the focus on preattentive
mechanisms involved in the establishment of focused attention, necessarily not all aspects of
cognitive and emotional processes during virtual experiences can be covered in this
dissertation. Two prominent examples come to mind: From a strictly cognitive perspective
the limited working memory capacity (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 2012) during
media reception (Ohler, 1994; Lang, 2000) influences the number and complexity of mental
models that can be activated. Due to this limitation, the term attention in this thesis refers to
visual attention to specific stimuli and the subsequent allocation of cognitive resources,
without explicitly addressing limited working memory capacity. Emotional processes, on the
other hand, might lead to fully-blown emotional experiences (Riva et al., 2007), can go as far
as deeply touching and meaningful experiences (Oliver & Bartsch, 2011; Elson, Breuer,
Ivory, & Quandt, 2014; Oliver et al., 2015), and may even bring about change to an
individual’s behavior (e.g. pro-environmental behavior; Ahn, Bailenson, & Park, 2014;
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Bailey et al., 2014). This limitation should not be considered as a drawback of the introduced
framework, but as the necessity of focusing on the role of automated and preattentive
processes before considering deliberate and experiential aspects of virtual encounters.
Nonetheless, some contributions of the dissertation do consider emotional outcomes of virtual
encounters (Liebold, Koban, et al., 2015; Liebold, Brill, et al., 2015; Liebold & Ohler, 2013),
but not as their primary focus of investigation.
1.1.

A Phenomenon with Many Faces

Several theoretical approaches have been employed to explain the user experience
(UX) in virtual environments. Most of these theories did not come into existence as a result
of the growth of VR technology, but have been transferred to VEs from other media domains,
for which they have been conceptualized by the respective disciplines. These theories include
the concepts of immersion, engagement, involvement, transportation, and presence. While
more extensive reviews of these concepts are covered elsewhere (Liebold et al., in prep.; see
also Pietschmann, 2009; Pietschmann, 2015; Bilandzic, 2014), I will provide a brief
description of each concept at this point and line out their individual contributions to our
understanding of the involved cognitive mechanisms for the processing of VEs.
The concept of immersion was introduced to describe the phenomenon that the user’s
senses are addressed continually and completely by the VE (Murray, 1997; Witmer & Singer,
1998) with the consequence that stimuli from the physical world are ignored (Biocca, 1992).
While this definition considers immersion a state-like phenomenon, others have argued that
the term immersion should not be expanded beyond the mere technological properties a VR
system provides, i.e. the number of senses that are being addressed (Slater & Wilbur, 1997).
Engagement refers to the user being intellectually addressed by a media narrative or VE. In
this process, users constantly revise mental models of the media content (Ohler, 1994;
Zwaan, Langston, & Graesser, 1995; Busselle & Bilandzic, 2008) resulting in a reflective
mode of media processing (Vorderer, 1992). Pietschmann (2009, 2015) argues in line with
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the notion of a reflective and a non-reflective mode of processing during media reception
(Vorderer, 1992; Douglas & Hargadon, 2000) that the states of immersion and engagement
represent these two modes: Depending on the degree to which the user can rely on existing
knowledge structures (schemas, mental models) for the VE, he is either in the state of
immersion when existing knowledge structures can be applied without the need for revision
(non-reflective mode of processing) or in the state of engagement when new knowledge
structures have to be constructed (reflective mode of processing). Another concept that has
been discussed in this context is the experience of transportation referring to the user delving
wholeheartedly into the narrative. The expression of “being transported” can be taken almost
literally in some cases as the user appears to leave the physical world behind and returns as a
person changed by the narrative (Gerrig, 1993). Because this experience possesses strong
relations to imagery, affect, and attentional focus, the metaphor of transportation is believed
to represent the very essence of narrative engagement (Busselle & Bilandzic, 2009) and has
also been linked to an immersive mode of media processing (Green & Brock, 2000; Green,
Brock, & Kaufman, 2004). This concept can be easily applied to VEs, because video games
as the most prominent type of VEs cannot only provide narrative structures that are
comparable to other narrative media. They also provide interactive capabilities that engage
the user even further by relating the game’s outcome to his very own actions in the sense of
an emergent narrative creating a sense of self-efficacy (Klimmt, 2006).
Involvement can be considered a consequence of these interactions with a VE. When a
user conveys high involvement towards a VE, then it activated positive attitudes that are
related to specific components of the user’s self-concept as expressed by held personal
values, desired outcomes, or desired impressions (B. T. Johnson & Eagly, 1989). Thus, the
VE possesses personal relevance for the user leading to the strategic choice of media use,
which in turn may result in changes to the degree of involvement with the VE (Wirth, 2006).
Interestingly, when involvement is considered as an experience rather than a concept to
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describe the link between activated attitudes and the self-concept, it has substantial
similarities with attentional focus on virtual stimuli with the PE being shut out (Witmer &
Singer, 1998; Klimmt & Vorderer, 2003).
Compared to the previously mentioned concepts, the concept of presence addresses a
more fundamental question: How is our cognitive system “tricked” into believing that we are
situated within the VE rather than the RE? Presence is defined as the “feeling of being there”
(i.e. in the VE; Biocca, 1992; Witmer & Singer, 1998) representing a “perceptual illusion of
non-mediation” (Lombard & Ditton, 1997, p. 12). It should be noted that the term illusion
does not imply a delusionary state of consciousness. It merely refers to the indifference of a
virtual percept to the cognitive system. Although the original meaning of the concept
addressed the perception of virtual space (spatial presence), presence has been extended to
other domains, such as social phenomena (social presence) and the perception of the virtual
self (self-presence; Lombard & Ditton, 1997; Jonathan Freeman, 2004; Biocca, 1997; for an
overview see Lombard & Jones, 2015).
Although only the concept of presence emerged with VEs in mind, at some point all
of the mentioned concepts originating from different disciplines have been applied to explain
UX during virtual encounters. However, when comparing the definitions of these concepts, it
becomes apparent that they share a considerable conceptual overlap: On close inspection,
they all appear to address the strong and continuous focus on stimuli of the VE to a
considerable degree. Consequently, they can be considered as a group of states of focused
media use, for which attentional processes are of high relevance (Liebold et al., in prep.).
Although this attentional focus has been acknowledged in most of the presented theories,
suggesting that the involved cognitive mechanisms are at least partially similar, there appears
to be a general tendency to emphasize the remaining differences between the concepts (e.g.
Bilandzic, 2014; Slater, 2003; Witmer & Singer, 1998). A model based on the involved
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cognitive processes could help to clarify the relations between the presented concepts in the
search for more lean, but also more powerful theories (Weber et al., 2008).
1.2.

Process Models of Virtual Environment Processing

If we want to understand the involved cognitive mechanisms, from which states of
focused media use emerge, we surprisingly find that a large part of the literature remains at
the level of phenomenological descriptions of user perceptions and experiences—only a very
small part of the literature presented process models of the involved cognitive mechanisms.
Wirth and colleagues (2007) were the first to conceptualize the formation of spatial presence
in a two-step process model (henceforth spatial presence theory). In the first step, the user’s
attention is directed at the VE and the available spatial information is integrated into a mental
model of the VE—a spatial situation model. In the second step, perceptual hypotheses
derived from the spatial situation model are continually tested against the incoming spatial
information of the VE. When these perceptual hypotheses are continually confirmed, the
medium becomes the user’s primary ego-reference frame denoting a shift of his perceptual
reference into the medium. When the test of the perceptual hypotheses fails, the current egoreference frame is challenged and a shift back to the PE likely.
Busselle and Bilandzic (2008) introduced a model of narrative comprehension and
engagement. They argue that users construct and constantly update mental models of media
narratives they witness. These models include situation models of events, story world models
containing the overall setting and the “laws” governing all events, as well as character models
of relevant story characters. Because constructing these models in an unfolding narrative is a
challenging task, the user is constantly engaged by the narrative. Furthermore, the users
situate themselves inside the situation model, which is necessary to fully understand the
characters’ statements and the relations of story elements. Because the degree of narrative
realism depends on the constructed situation models, realism judgments about the narrative
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are only carried out, when inconsistencies between the situation models and new information
from the narrative are detected. The result is an interruption of narrative engagement.
Both models aim to explain, how users become immersed in the medium as indicated
by the strong focus on the medium with the PE remaining largely unnoticed and the feeling of
being present in the medium or transported into the narrative. However, they follow different
approaches in that they possess different scopes of the phenomena to be explained and,
despite their shared acknowledgement of the role of mental models, present different
cognitive mechanisms for focused media use and the illusion of non-mediation. Busselle &
Bilandzic’s (2008) model aims to explain how users are affected by a medium as a result of
the comprehension of a media narrative in its widest sense. The spatial presence model of
Wirth and colleagues (2007), on the other hand, follows a more general approach in that it
considers how spatial information from a VE is processed on a perceptual level, which
ultimately results in the state of presence. As a consequence, both models also differ
regarding their explanation of the cognitive mechanism involved in VE processing:
According to Busselle & Bilandzic (2008) the strong focus on the medium emerges from a
flow-like experience during the continuous construction of meaning from the witnessed
narrative. Because the comprehension of the narrative occupies cognitive resources, users
cannot afford to spend their cognitive resources on elements that are irrelevant to the
narrative and the user becomes immersed in the narrative. Yet, this explanation is limited to
media that constantly present new narrative events and cannot account for situations with low
cognitive demand, where users merely perceive their surroundings. Wirth and colleagues
(2007), however, relate their model to perceptual processes and consider voluntary and
involuntary attention allocation to the medium to be necessary for the construction of a
mental representation of the environment. At this stage, both theories present similar
explanations of how users can then perceive the medium under the illusion of non-mediation.
In narrative engagement theory, users are subject to a deictic shift referring to the
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phenomenon that users situate themselves in the story world. The spatial presence model
argues that users are presented with competing ego-reference frames (the VE and the PE), for
which perceptual hypothesis tests are performed constantly resulting in a shift of the primary
ego-reference frame from the PE to the VE in the case of continually confirmed hypotheses.
While the result from both theories appears to be the same (i.e. the user is mentally situated in
the VE), only the spatial presence model considers the fundamental perceptual and attentional
processes involved in the construction of mental models. However, since it is generally
accepted that mediated environments are processed using the same cognitive mechanisms as
in PEs (Reeves & Nass, 1996), an important consideration remains that is central to the
processing of virtual environments: Are users indeed presented with two supposedly
competing ego-reference frames (the PE and the VE)? Does this require us to consider the
acceptance of the media-based ego-reference frame as a fleeting phenomenon due to its
artificial nature? If so, do we possess a highly automated, dedicated cognitive mechanism for
the shift of perceptual reference to the VE as suggested by narrative engagement theory
(deictic shift)?
Here I argue against both notions. The process of establishing focused attention in
combination with fundamental cognitive capacities (preattentive processing of spatial and
social cues) alone is sufficient to explain the phenomenon of non-mediation on a perceptual
level (Liebold et al., in prep.). From this perspective, the mere existence of two ego-reference
frames initially does not constitute a challenge to or conflict in our perceptual system and the
construction of a spatial situation model is not necessarily a precondition of presence as
argued by Wirth and colleagues (2007). Rather, as I will outline later, the attentional focus on
the VE “enslaves” the perceptual system (see also Lang, 2014, for this notion) due to the fact
that VEs are spatial entities, which are governed by the same rules of spatial order as PEs.
From this perspective, most of the necessary steps to establish presence have already taken
place, before attention is allocated to spatial stimuli. Thus, it is not necessary to stabilize a
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media-based ego-reference frame through repeated perceptual hypothesis testing—it merely
becomes active with almost no “effort”. Interestingly, Wirth and colleagues already argued
that strong perceptual hypotheses (e.g. what is a spatial entity and how does it react to my
movements) require only little hypothesis-consistent information to be accepted. Yet, they
did not extend this idea to the nature of the virtual (spatial) stimuli, which easily conform to
corresponding real stimuli. As a consequence, the interaction of focused attention with
fundamental cognitive capacities processing these stimuli preattentively renders a dedicated
cognitive mechanism for the transition between PE and VE as suggested by narrative
engagement theory very unlikely. Only explicit imagery of the user could account for this
effect, which however is a deliberate act unrelated to the fundamental perceptual processes
that are focused here.
Because the establishment of focused attention on VEs relies on a number of
cognitive and emotional processes addressing virtual stimuli instead of real ones, I will first
elaborate on the nature of these processes and their relation to virtual stimuli before an
overview of the proposed mechanism is presented.
1.3.

Cognition and Emotion in Virtual Environments

The differentiation between cognition and emotion as two natural kinds dates back
millennia and, with few exceptions, emotions were conceptualized as the primitive and
animalistic antagonists of reason in the struggle for human thinking and behavior (Solomon,
1993). Although we still find textbooks focusing either on the psychology of cognition or
emotion, the current view on both concepts presents a more harmonic picture. Not only are
emotions recognized as a central quality of mankind—research in psychology and cognitive
neuroscience over the last decade also developed a more integrated perspective on cognition
and emotion. This integration goes hand in hand with a changed definition of what constitutes
a cognitive or emotional process. Cognitive processes are not only responsible for deliberate
acts of information processing, but cover all mechanisms in the human brain that react to
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incoming stimuli by emitting stimuli themselves. These mechanisms differ in their
complexity ranging from high-level processes, such as learning, to basic processes, such as
early visual perception, and can be broken down as far as to the level of small neuron
networks producing specific activity patterns (neuro cognition) with the largest part of the
processes being highly automated and eluding consciousness. The same is true for the realm
of emotions: They have traditionally been considered as reactions that emerge in situations
with specific properties and express themselves as feelings with distinct qualities. Yet, similar
to cognitive mechanisms, emotions can be broken down into individual emotional processes
ranging from situation appraisals to empathy with others. At this granular level, the
differentiation between cognitive and emotional mechanisms becomes difficult, if not
impossible because the same mechanisms may serve both cognitive and emotional purposes.
At the same time, this demonstrates how ultimately cognitive or emotional phenomena are
intertwined at the basic level of information processing. I will focus on the role of these
fundamental cognitive and emotional processes for attention allocation in virtual
environments. To this end, two important questions need to be addressed first: How are
stimuli of the virtual environment different from stimuli from the physical world and which
emotional and cognitive processes interact during attention allocation?
1.3.1. What is a Virtual Stimulus?
The processing of virtual environments faces two important challenges: First, VEs are
necessarily imperfect due to technical limitations. Second, the user knows about their
fictional nature. Thus, the question is how the degraded and obviously unreal stimuli of VEs
are processed in our cognitive systems. One could argue that the existing cognitive structures
are tuned to the physical world to a degree that they are incapable of processing virtual
stimuli effectively. After all, virtual representations of objects are simply not capable of
capturing all aspects of the corresponding real objects. The problem becomes even more
complicated, when we consider that users situate themselves in the VE and ignore their actual
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surroundings. From this perspective, virtual stimuli are special entities requiring special
treatment to still result in the state of non-mediation. While a dedicated mechanism for the
processing of fictional or imaginative stimuli (a “presence module”), could represent a
solution to this puzzle, the existence of such a mechanism is unlikely from an evolutionary
perspective. It would have only been required, if the environment of evolutionary
adaptiveness (Cosmides & Tooby, 1994), to which our cognitive system is adapted, included
an environmental pressure to favor a coherent set of artificial stimuli over the physical world.
This argument also extends to the question, whether presence is perceived as a conscious
feeling depending on the adaptive value of this experience (see Liebold et al., in prep.). A
more likely explanation is that the similarity of user reactions to media stimuli compared to
real stimuli results from the fact that the same cognitive capacities are addressed (Reeves &
Nass, 1996). In this perspective, virtual stimuli are just other stimuli with a different, but
irrelevant origin. The reason for this is the ability of our perceptual system to treat partial
information as in the case of virtual stimuli as complete entities (e.g. Biederman & Ju, 1988).
Human perception is comparable to a recognition process that merely requires few distinct
visual features (e.g. essential shape features, texture) with varying importance depending on
the perceived scene to activate the corresponding construct (see Lowe, Gallivan, Ferber, &
Cant, 2015). Virtual stimuli easily conform to this requirement, because at the fundamental
level they are light waves and acoustic waves encoding entities that are modelled after the
physical world and follow the same logic of spatial order. This combination of perceptual
flexibility and stimulus properties renders the need for dedicated cognitive mechanisms
obsolete. The reliable recognition of objects from virtual stimuli based on simple features
contributes to the “illusion of non-mediation” (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). Following this line
of thought, user perceptions and reactions to media phenomena need to be explained in light
of the functionality of the human cognitive system in general (Weber et al., 2008).
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Given that the involved cognitive processes are identical, the question remains,
whether users take the fictional nature of the VE into account during stimulus processing.
After all, they know about the fictional origin of the VE. This way, virtual encounters might
still result in different qualia of experiences, although the same cognitive mechanisms are
activated. Regarding this issue, as early as 1906, Meinong presented a theory of emotions
addressing a category of so-called fantasy emotions—i.e. reactions to imagined entities—
arguing that emotional reactions to hypothetical stimuli are different from real emotions.
Under the term cognitive-motivational or belief-desire theory of emotions, this approach later
received further attention (Reisenzein, 2009, 2012). According to this theory, emotional
reactions are fueled by the existence of desires (e.g. the prospect of being in a secure
environment) and beliefs about the corresponding situations being immanent or not (e.g. the
belief of a threat being present). From this perspective, fictional stimuli do not suffice to
fulfill some of these beliefs—rather they are similar to assumptions about a stimulus being
present. To this end, Reisenzein (2012) suggests a cognitive mechanism for the representation
of hypothetical assumptions that is responsible for a hypothetical mode of thinking (see Ohler
& Nieding, 2006, for the similar notion of a play module). Thus, virtual stimuli require this
hypothetical mode of thinking to elicit emotions and consequently, the fictional nature of a
stimulus appears to be considered during information processing. Yet, it is questionable,
whether this mechanism remains active during the complete virtual experience. Fantasy
emotions in the belief-desire theory of emotion are situation-specific reactions referring to
single hypothetical events (e.g. “I lost my car keys”). Virtual environments, however, are
highly internally consistent “other realities” that users traverse for extended periods and grow
accustomed to in the process.
In a more general consideration of narrative realism, Busselle and Bilandzic (2008)
argue that the continual awareness of fictionality might not be necessary: While fictionality is
initially represented in one domain of the constructed situation model, this link is diminished
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with increasing activation of the model as the user actively constructs the reality of the
narrative. Over time, the narrative becomes the user’s reality and every cognitive and
emotional operation is carried out in reference to this reality. Accordingly, fictionality should
only be important during the first moments of reception, but will become less relevant, once
the user constructs a rich mental model of the VE with its respective claim of realism.
Yet, from a perceptual perspective, one might even go one step further by arguing that
the attentional focus on VE stimuli renders the consideration of fictionality unnecessary in
the first place. As argued earlier, our perceptual system is highly selective for specific
stimulus features (spatial and social cues, object features) on a very basic level. Virtual
stimuli can easily conform to these features and as a result are automatically recognized.
Thus, our cognitive system is “tricked” into recognizing real stimuli in its perceptual
environment and belief becomes the default mode of perception. Mentally representing
fictionality becomes a challenge rather than a necessity, because we have no cause to
consider the VE as fictional until it evidently fails to hold up to these standards or unless we
deliberately choose to do so. From this perspective, cases virtual stimuli are real stimuli.
Representations of fictionality most likely are only relevant at the conscious level of
information processing as a result of strong deviations of a virtual stimulus from the
respective reality criterion or of reflective judgments (Busselle & Bilandzic, 2008). The
irrelevance of the fictionality of virtual stimuli at the perceptual level can even carry over to
deliberate processes. This notion received ample empirical support from findings on
emotional reactions that are triggered by VEs. While one would expect to find a lack of
emotional relevance of virtual stimuli, if fictionality mattered, we typically find the opposite.
For example, participants in a study by de Melo, Carnevale, and Gratch (2012) changed their
decisions in a negotiation task depending on irrelevant emotion displays of a virtual agent
acting as their opponent. In another study, Qu and colleagues (2014) found that emotionally
expressive virtual agents had a profound impact on the users’ own emotional state including
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the feeling of unease in the case of low speaking confidence. Riva and colleagues (2007)
investigated the influence of VE conveying specific moods by creating a virtual amusement
park and tweaking it to either represent a very friendly or a very uncanny place. Participants
indeed reported increased levels of positive moods after the friendly and increased levels of
negative moods after the uncanny VE.
In conclusion, referring to elements of a VE as virtual stimuli in the sense of being
unreal might be a mislead assumption. Although they objectively possess no physical form,
they appear to meet all the criteria to be perceived merely as other instances of the same real
type of stimuli. This view is in line with Peirce’s (1902, CP 6.372) more general definition of
the term virtual: “A virtual X (where X is a common noun) is something, not an X, which has
the efficiency (virtus) of an X.“ With this conceptualization in mind, the question is, which
cognitive and emotional processes are ultimately responsible for the strong attentional pull of
VEs.
1.3.2. Preattentive Cognitive and Emotional Processing
The cognitive mechanisms involved in the allocation and retention of attention to
certain stimuli can be considered as a group of highly automated processes taking place
before these stimuli become accessible to higher-order cognitions. They can be understood as
mechanisms encoding the situation to make it accessible to other functions and deriving a
rudimentary understanding. Due to these very fundamental functions, they possess a
surprisingly broad application area and cannot be easily considered as mechanisms serving
either cognitive or emotional purposes (Pessoa, 2008).
Attention as a concept is responsible for the allocation of our limited cognitive
resources to specific stimuli worth the effort (J. R. Anderson, 1995). Research considered
various capacities in need of attentional focus with auditory (e.g. reviews of the dichotic
listening paradigm; Hugdahl et al., 2009; Westerhausen & Hugdahl, 2008) and visual
attention (for a review see Carrasco, 2011) representing the major part. Although research
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efforts have initially been focused on one of these domains, some general principles of
perception and attention can be derived. Most importantly, attention is not allocated to raw
information from the perceptual environment. Rather, the stimuli are already preprocessed to
a certain degree through preattentive processes and certain stimuli become selected based on
these results, which can be considered a filter function (Broadbent, 1958). Up to this point,
information is preprocessed in a highly parallel fashion (Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000). Once
the relevant stimulus has been identified, the non-relevant information is not dropped from
the sensory array, but the signal to noise ratio is increased by either attenuating the irrelevant
stimuli (Treisman, 1964) or by modulating the signal gain of the relevant stimulus (Mangun,
Hillyard, & Luck, 1993). This process can be initiated either through stimulus-driven features
(exogenous/bottom-up attention) or as a result of controlled (endogenous/top-down) attention
allocation (Carrasco, 2011) with both attention mechanisms being able to overrule each other
(Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Most notably, when a certain
process is highly trained, its attentional demand can be diminished through automation to a
degree that it is negligible as indicated by the Stroop-effect for reading (Stroop, 1935; for a
review see MacLeod, 1991). At the same time, stimuli that emerge unexpectedly can trigger
orienting reactions, by which attention is shifted to these stimuli immediately (Bradley,
2009). Because VE are first and foremost spatial entities, I will focus on the domain of visual
attention processes.
To understand the complex phenomena responsible of attention allocation, it is
important to consider findings from both psychology and cognitive neuroscience. While
psychology has a long tradition in researching cognitive and emotional processes with
numerous empirical findings, cognitive neuroscience investigates, how these functions are
integrated on a neural level. From the interconnections between the involved neural
structures, one can then refine the existing theories about the human cognitive system. While
a comprehensive review of the relevant literature on preattentive stimulus evaluation is
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beyond the scope of this introduction, we previously identified implications of findings from
psychology and cognitive neuroscience for automated emotion recognition (Liebold, Richter,
et al., 2015). The paper follows the core argument that appropriate algorithms for this
purpose can only be developed with two assumptions in mind: (1) the algorithm is based on
our knowledge about the human brain and (2) the fundamental cognitive mechanisms
involved in emotion elicitation are involved in the recognition process as well. To this end,
we reviewed the relevant literature and suggest a biologically motivated model for the early
stage of emotion elicitation and recognition. Although the paper does not directly address the
processing of VEs, the described mechanisms are central to the phenomenon of focused
attention due to their far-reaching implications for our cognitive system. For the sake of
clarity, I will discuss them in light of their relevance for attentional processes.
Several mechanisms are responsible for visual stimulus preprocessing by selectively
modulating signals in the visual system. Interestingly, the respective mechanisms have been
largely discussed in the emotion literature, because emotional reactions require rapid stimulus
analysis to exert their functions (e.g. see fear-conditioning; LeDoux, 1996). Appraisal
theories as one group of emotion theories consider a number of situation appraisals as causes
for the elicitation of emotional reactions. They not only provide very detailed descriptions of
the involved mechanisms compared to other groups of emotion theories, but also received
more empirical support as suggested by a meta-analysis by Lindquist and colleagues (2012).
The componential appraisal theory of emotions by Scherer (1984; 1986; 2001) as one
prominent example of appraisal theories resulted in a large body of empirical research
lending support to the theory’s assumptions (for a review see Scherer, 2009). He considers
emotions as results from a sequence of four groups of stimulus evaluation checks, of which
the first group is highly relevant for attentional processes. During this so-called relevance
check, a stimulus’ novelty, intrinsic pleasantness, and goal-conduciveness are assessed.
Especially novelty appraisals and appraisals of valence, which is tantamount to intrinsic
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pleasantness, received strong empirical support over the recent years (Scherer, 2013). When a
stimulus meets these criteria it is considered for further appraisal checks involving increasing
levels of higher order cognitions. The early assessment of novelty and intrinsic pleasantness
can be considered to serve attentional purposes, as they let certain stimuli “pop out” of a
scene (Öhman, Flykt, & Esteves, 2001). These interactions between emotional processes and
attention are well investigated. The findings typically show that emotionally relevant stimuli
are recognized more rapidly through rapid preattentive processes and they are capable of
binding attention longer than non-emotional stimuli (see reviews by Taylor & Fragopanagos,
2005; and Brosch, Scherer, Grandjean, & Sander, 2013). However, research on the
moderation effect of awareness on emotional modulation on the attentional blink suggests
that this interaction may appear at several stages during stimulus processing resulting in
differential effect patterns (Qian, Meng, Chen, & Zhou, 2012). The link between emotion and
attention is not unidirectional, though, because strong attentional focus on a primary task can
attenuate attentional effects of emotional stimuli (Ochsner & Gross, 2005).
However, how does the preattentive assessment of the intrinsic stimulus properties
novelty and intrinsic pleasantness and the interaction between emotion and attention operate
on a neural level? To this end, we presented a biologically inspired model of the interactions
between the ventral stream of the visual cortex, the basolateral and central areas of the
amygdala, and the prefrontal cortex (Liebold, Richter, et al., 2015). These structures have
previously been discussed regarding their function for emotional and attentional processes.
Most importantly, it has been argued that the amygdala receives low spatial frequency
information through a “low road” of cognitive processing, possibly through the pulvinar with
only little cortical involvement to account for the rapid processing of emotionally relevant
stimuli (e.g. Ohman, 2005; Vuilleumier, Armony, Driver, & Dolan, 2003). Pessoa and
Adolphs (2010) challenge this notion by arguing that the connectivity pattern of the ventral
streams itself allows coarse information to reach the amygdala and frontal cortical areas early
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in the process with increasing spatial resolution once the stimulus is processed further in the
ventral stream. Indeed, the amygdala is bidirectionally connected to different layers of the
visual cortex (Catani, Jones, Donato, & Fytche, 2003; Gschwind, Pourtois, Schwartz, van de
Ville, & Vuilleumier, 2012). Together with the amygdala’s role in encoding conditioned
emotional stimuli (Phelps & LeDoux, 2005) this suggests that it is capable of receiving and
modulating visual stimuli with varying levels of preprocessing by the visual cortex (Amaral,
Behniea, & Kelly, 2003). Thus, the amygdala can be considered responsible for the selection
of coarse representations of emotional stimuli in the ventral stream by modulating their signal
strength (Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010) serving as an attention signal (Schwabe et al., 2011).
Interestingly, this mechanism has not only been found for emotional stimuli, rather amygdala
activation also appears to correspond with the detection of unusual novel stimuli and
hippocampus activation with both common and unusual novel stimuli (Blackford, Buckholtz,
Avery, & Zald, 2010; but see also Buschman & Miller, 2007, for the role of the lateral
intraparietal area). Lastly, activity in prefrontal cortex areas is associated with the valence or
intrinsic pleasantness of a stimulus (O'doherty, Critchley, & Deichmann, 2003), modulates
amygdala activity (Ochsner & Gross, 2005), and has been found to be associated with topdown attentional control (Buschman & Miller, 2007). Lastly, the right temporoparietal
junction in the ventral frontoparietal area is activated, when behaviorally relevant stimuli are
presented (Kincade, Abrams, Astafiev, Shulman, & Corbetta, 2005). Thus, amygdala, the
hippocampus, and the prefrontal cortex areas are activated early during visual perception
through rapid propagation of coarse visual information and then shape further visual
processing ultimately serving attentional purposes (Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010). Of course, this
review covers only a fraction of the relevant literature. Still, early steps of appraisal theories
of emotions and the corresponding findings on the neural basis of early presumably
emotional processes possess wide implications for attentional processes in general. More
specifically, these findings indicate that virtual stimuli are already preprocessed through
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several dedicated systems in parallel, when attention is allocated to specific stimuli. While
Stimuli originating from the PE remain constant during reception, VEs provide a constantly
changing set of stimuli (novelty), that are typically more interesting (intrinsic pleasantness),
and relevant for the interaction with the VE (behavioral relevance) at the same time. The
assessment of stimulus novelty, intrinsic pleasantness, and behavioral relevance of virtual
stimuli then favors subsequent attention allocation to the VE. Consequently, preattentive
stimulus evaluations are responsible for the establishment of focused attention early during
perception and consequently non-mediation, as I will argue in the following.
1.4.

The Emergence of Non-Mediation

Liebold, Pietschmann, and Ohler (in prep.) presented a model of virtual environment
processing that emphasizes the role of media characteristics in the cognitive system. It builds
upon prior discussions of the presence phenomenon, specifically the spatial presence model
by Wirth and colleagues (2007), but has a stronger emphasis on the role of attentional and
preattentive processes. In this regard, the theory follows the suggestion by Klimmt and
Vorderer (Klimmt & Vorderer, 2003) to consider attention as a conceptual bridge between
presence and other states of focused media use. Although the model is specifically aimed at
the perceptual level of virtual environments processing, its structure can be easily extended to
include higher-order cognitive processes, such as narrative comprehension (Busselle &
Bilandzic, 2008).
The paper sets out by identifying three challenges of the current state of research on
presence: (1) a lack of process models (with the already mentioned exceptions), (2) the
assumption of presence being a subjective experience, and (3) the conceptual overlap
between states of focused media use. These challenges are also linked to methodological
considerations—for example the argument that questionnaires are the only appropriate
operationalization of the presence phenomenon (Sheridan, 1992; Schubert, 2009) despite the
general problem that a dominant part of research assesses presence ex post facto due to a lack
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of alternatives. From this perspective, these challenges shaped the research on the topic
considerably. In our theory, we address them by arguing that the presence phenomenon can
be considered as an interaction between attentional processes that focus our cognitive system
on the VE and fundamental cognitive processing of its stimuli (spatial and social cues). From
this perspective, “non-presence” episodes are the exception rather than the default (see e.g.
Garsoffky, Glaser, & Schwan, 2012), because as a result of focused attention the cognitive
system is “enslaved” (see also Lang, 2014, for this notion) by the stimuli originating from the
VE into an illusion of non-mediation. Consequently, presence does not need to be considered
as a subjective feeling (see also Slater, 2002) of “everything is as usual” (and we also have no
reason to believe that this should be the case), but rather gets accessible through
rationalization of a remembered episodes of the virtual encounter through questionnaireinduced associations (Slater, 2004).
1.4.1. Media Content, Media Form, and Focused Attention
The VE features two categories of media factors1 that users can attend to. We refer to
them as media content and media form. While the first category includes all visual and
auditory stimuli that are part of the events in the VE including spatial information and actions
from virtual entities, the latter refers to the VE itself and its technological properties, such as
visual realism, interaction affordances, and the causation of events from a computational
perspective. Additionally, the user perceives stimuli from his current PE. We argue that the
non-mediation phenomenon is initiated as a direct result of the user focusing all attention on
the media content. Initially, the user is presented with an array of stimuli competing for the
user’s attention (Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000). In most cases, focused attention is initiated
when the user directs his attention to the VE voluntarily. The term focused attention here

1

It should be noted that Slater (2003) uses the terms content and form differently to
differentiate between spatial (form) and non-spatial stimuli (content) in a VE without
considering technological properties.
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refers to attention being serially allocated to the domain of stimuli within the VE and thus
follows a broader definition compared to other uses of the term referring to the focus of
attentional resources on a single stimulus (Cowan, 1999; Oberauer, 2002). Attentional shifts
to subsequent stimuli then depend on their intrinsic stimulus properties that are assessed
through preattentive and highly parallel stimulus processing. Intrinsic stimulus properties
cover novelty, intrinsic pleasantness, and behavioral relevance (Scherer, 1984; Scherer, 1986;
Scherer, 2001): Novelty is easily addressed by VE due to the continuous changes in the visual
field of the user. Intrinsic pleasantness refers to the emotional relevance of stimuli, for
example receiving a new item in a video game (positive) or a perceived virtual threat
(negative). Some stimuli are also of behavioral relevance due to the high degree of interaction
of VEs. In parallel, the constant set of stimuli of the PE loses attentional relevance, favoring
continuous reallocation of attention within the group of VE stimuli. These attentional shifts
are carried out through a winner-takes-all selection process. When a stimulus is attended, it
continually loses attentional relevance as a result of decreasing levels of novelty and because
coping strategies for emotionally and behaviorally relevant stimuli might already be in place.
When a stimulus passes the threshold of the second-most important stimulus, attention is
shifted to this new stimulus. This process can be considered as self-stabilizing, because
stimuli from the VE based on the mentioned intrinsic stimulus properties possess higher
attentional relevance compared to PE stimuli and at the same time, new stimuli may be
presented with each simulation cycle of the VE.
Of course, this is merely a bottom-up perspective on attention allocation while the
perceptual system usually features an interaction of bottom-up and top-down attention
allocation, which can both overrule each other (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977; Shiffrin &
Schneider, 1977). Support for top-down attention allocation further contributing to the
inherent stability of focused attention at the mechanistic level can be derived from the
findings on the embedded-process model of working memory (Cowan, 1999; Oberauer,
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2002). In this line of research, attention is conceptualized as the activation of single nodes in
a propositional network and an increased activation potential of directly associated
propositions. The latter increases the likelihood of associated propositions becoming the next
focus of attention. As propositions about the VE are more strongly related to other
propositions of the VE than to the RE, the probability of VE stimuli continually receiving
attention through top-down attention allocation is increased. Focused attention is also
facilitated through the construction of mental models (see next section) of the VE: Sjölie
(2012) argues that our brain constantly simulates the VE and derives predictions about future
states (see also Ohler, 1994; Busselle & Bilandzic, 2008; Wirth et al., 2007). These
predictions and deliberate processes (e.g. task-orientation) result in top-down attentionallocation to specific media content. This process further increases the probability of stimuli
from the VE being selected. While bottom-up processes of attention allocation would already
suffice to establish focused attention in many cases, the typically combined effect of bottomup and top-down stimulus processing results in a mostly stable state of focused attention on
the VE over longer periods.
1.4.2. The Power of Core Cognition
To answer the question, how the non-mediation phenomenon emerges from this
attentional focus, we draw upon Carey’s (2011) notion of core cognition. She argues that
some cognitive mechanisms are so fundamental to human existence that they exist as innate
and highly automated systems due to their phylogenetically old roots. These systems cover
basic spatial and social information processing (and simple numeric operations). They are fed
by so-called perceptual input analyzers and their output is represented in the form of mental
models in working memory (Carey, 2011). Lang (2014) argues similarly to core cognition in
that human communication is both directed and limited by biological imperatives. They
result from phylogenetically old nested systems that automatically respond to external stimuli
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they are tuned to, whereas the experiential system is considerably younger and possesses
higher response latencies.
At this point during the virtual experience, the user’s perceptual environment consists
of an array of preprocessed stimuli, at which attention is focused as a result of stimuli
originating from the VE possessing higher attentional relevance in average than stimuli from
the PE. According to Carey (2011), perceptual input analyzers are automatically activated
when presented with a stimulus that they are sensitive to. During virtual encounters, these
perceptual input analyzers favor stimuli originating from the VE over others for two reasons.
First, they are the only stimuli in the perceptual environment that constantly change and thus
require processing (Lang & Bailey, 2015), while stimuli from the PE typically remain stable.
Second, as argued above, stimuli from the VE are of higher attentional relevance as a result
from the feedback loop between the visual cortex and other brain areas responsible for the
analysis of intrinsic stimulus properties (Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010). Their increased neural
“weight” should result in the core cognition system producing activation patterns with higher
attentional relevance for these stimuli to which attention is then allocated with higher
probability (see also Wolfe, 2007, for the notion of activation maps). The core cognition
system should not be considered a multi-purpose cognitive module—rather, it is a group of
highly automated and preattentive processes. They form the impression of spatial and social
entities from basic perceptual cues, such as the detection and integration of sight lines from
contrast edges, spatial depth processing from mono-ocular (e.g. occlusion, parallax, relative
size) and binocular depth cues, or movement patterns of objects. Through the constant stream
of spatial and social cues from the VE that is automatically processed in the core cognition
system, the user is able to perceive virtual entities similar to physical entities. The degree of
information processing at this stage is already sufficient to automatically provide
rudimentary, but important information for the organism (e.g. object orientation, object
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motion trajectory, surface angle, self-movement through optical flow), irrespective of the
stimulus’ domain of origin.
Regarding spatial core cognition, Enns and Rensink (1991) argued that rudimentary
spatial relations are processed already at a preattentive stage. They demonstrated that single
line-conjunctions in a visual scene (perceptual input analyzers) are integrated at the
preattentive level (spatial core cognition) to provide rapid representations of object
orientation (see also Pylyshyn, 1995, for research on preattentive object separation). It is
important to note that spatial information at this stage is only rudimental, but higher-order
spatial cognitions can then operate on these preprocessed spatial entities. Furthermore, it has
been found that infrequent directional changes of motions in the visual field result in
attention signals (Pazo-Alvarez, Amenedo, & Cadaveira, 2004; Howard & Holcombe, 2010;
Kuldkepp, Kreegipuu, Raidvee, Naatanen, & Allik, 2013) suggesting that motions trajectories
are processed preattentively to detect the deviation. Attention can then be allocated to the
stimulus for explicit motion tracking. In an such experiment on multiple object tracking,
Huff, Jahn, and Schwan (2009) suggested that retinocentric spatial information make
important contributions to visual perception as participants were able to compensate for
minor deviations in their visual perspective during multiple object tracking more easily than
for deviations greater than 10° visual angle. They concluded that multiple object tracking
operates mainly on low-level spatial features. Apparently, cruicial spatial information for the
employed task, such as object-ground-separation, rudimentary spatial depth, and movement
trajectories are already processed during this early stage of visual perception. The mechanism
behind multiple object tracking has been conceptualized differently in the literature: As one
possible explanation, Pylyshyn (2007) in his projection hypothesis argues that a small
number sensory objects in the PE are indexed and that spatial operations are performed on
these sensory objects through the perceptual system. In another model, spatial information
from multiple objects is tracked through multifocal attention and thus becomes available for
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higher-order processes (Cavanagh & Alvarez, 2005). Of course, these conceptualizations
focus on multiple object tracking, which can be considered a special case of the perception of
spatial relations in a top-down controlled task. Nonetheless, although they follow different
assumptions about the role of attention, they agree in that spatial information about sensory
objects is available early in visual perception and that initially information is processed in
parallel to some degree—a notion that shares some similarities with the early stage of visual
perception termed perceptual description in Duncan and Humphrey’s (1989) model, where
the visual field is analyzed an segmented in a parallel fashion. The latter is also backed up by
Pessoa and Adolphs’ (2010) multi-wave conceptualization of the visual pathways in the
human brain. Taken together, this biological imperative (Lang, 2014) of perceiving the world
sets the stage for perceiving VEs: When attention is allocated to specific objects in the VE to
perform spatial operations (e.g. navigation, judging distances between objects) or other types
of tasks the VE is already preprocessed into spatial segments that are consistent with spatial
cognition in PEs—the impression of a valid spatial environment is already present and the
cognitive system operates under the mode of non-mediation.
The deployment of deliberate processes (i.e. task-orientation) and other forms of topdown attentional control may facilitate the process. By continually providing novel spatial
stimuli, core cognition processes are guided to the VE, which automatically process these
stimuli. Furthermore, the user might engage, in a task requiring navigation or precise
movements in the VE, through which spatial cues themselves receive attention. Additionally,
the fact that stimuli from the VE form a coherent visual gestalt as a result from spatial core
cognition may further bias the attention system to select visually related stimuli through topdown processing rather than unrelated stimuli (Slater, 2002). As a result from attention
allocation to the outcome of spatial core cognition, spatial information can then become
represented in a mental model, such as a spatial situation model (Wirth et al., 2007). This
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model can serve as the source for top-down attention allocation further stabilizing the already
strong link between VE stimuli and core cognition.
Taking all together, core cognition being addressed by the VE as a result from all
attention being focused at the VE essentially is the phenomenon of non-mediation. To make a
hard comparison regarding this mechanism, we argue that our brain is enslaved to consider
the VE as non-mediated already at the perceptual level unless there are good reasons not to
do so (top-down processing). At the same time, the early onset of this enslavement at the
perceptual level signifies the strength of VEs to provide compelling experiences.
Several aspects of this approach to non-mediation necessarily resemble the spatial
presence theory by Wirth and colleagues (Wirth et al., 2007), because both theories focus on
the perceptual level of presence and the cognitive mechanisms of perception are wellinvestigated. However, both theories diverge in important aspects: spatial presence theory
assumes that the existence of two environments presents a challenge to the perceptual system
and that users first need to construct a spatial situation model of the VE and then continually
shift their primary ego-reference frame to the VE as it gets stabilized by continuous
(dominantly top-down) perceptual hypothesis tests based on the spatial situation model.
However, we argue that the non-mediation phenomenon kicks in much earlier in the
perceptual process—it emerges in parallel with attentional focus, because at this point, only
one reference frame is available to the user. Spatial cognition processes as one group of core
cognition systems can easily process basic spatial properties of these stimuli already as a
result bottom-up processing, because PEs and VEs are governed by the same rules regarding
the coherence of spatial information. Spatial situation models result from this process once
attention is guided to the preprocessed spatial cues. They may also facilitate attentional focus,
but are not considered as a necessary precondition for non-mediation, although users still
construct them. From this perspective, non-mediation is easily established, because most VEs
automatically typically meet all necessary criteria for a spatial entity as long as the stimuli
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from the VE contain no inconsistencies and no attentional shift to the PE is initiated.
Therefore, non-mediation boils down to focused attention on VE.
1.4.3. Core Cognition and Virtual Stimuli: Exemplary Research
A prominent example signifying the strength of the interaction between attention and
core cognition is the pit experiment, during which users showed strong reluctance when
entering the pit room featuring a 20ft hole in the ground (Meehan, Insko, Whitton, & Brooks,
2002). Although they knew that the pit was not a physical phenomenon, they struggled to
behave accordingly, because the perception of height through spatial core cognition resulting
in strongly negative emotional appraisal signaled a threat to the organism acting as an
overwhelming attentional pull (bottom-up). In this situation, the participants were simply not
capable of directing their attention away from the visual input to their knowledge about the
PE (top-down).
So far, the arguments mainly revolved around spatial core cognition due to its
importance for the original understanding of the concept of (spatial) presence. However,
further evidence of the effectiveness and reliability of core cognition systems can be found in
the domain of social core cognition. In a study in this domain, we investigated emotion
recognition from multimodal expressions from virtual agents (Liebold & Ohler, 2013).
Emotional signals from other individuals are important messages for human survival and as
such are analyzed in highly automated processes (see also Liebold, Richter, et al., 2015).
Virtual agents, however, are a special case: Typically, participants know very well that all
actions of the virtual agent are controlled by routines that some programmer created—they
possess no true intelligence, and certainly are not alive. Consequently, when we ask
participants about the emotional state of a virtual agent, they know that their virtual
counterparts are necessarily limited regarding their emotionality and expressivity. Indeed,
virtual agents usually only express their emotional state in one modality (i.e. typically facial
expressions) while the others remain neutral. Therefore, virtual agents are a prime example of
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how differences between the physical and the virtual environment might result in irrational
perceptions. This is a result of social core cognition mechanisms being addressed that
automatically integrate the stimuli they are tuned to. Following the methodology of the
multimodal emotion recognition test (Bänziger, Grandjean, & Scherer, 2009), we created 60
video clips of a female virtual agent expressing her emotional state using the engine of a
commercial game and pretested emotional voice recordings. The spoken language was
meaningless to exclude context information. The video clips followed a 6 (modality)  5
(emotion category)  2 (emotion intensity) within-subjects factor design. The employed
modalities included a multimodal condition conveying emotional information as facial
expressions and in the virtual agents’ voice, two unimodal conditions conveying information
using only one of the information channels with the other channel missing (blank image or no
sound), and a context-condition containing emotional information only as spoken content
(e.g. “I received a present.”). Additionally, two unimodal conditions were employed featuring
neutral information in the second channel. This is unusual during natural interaction, as
emotions are typically expressed as multimodal arrangements. Thus, if users consider the
artificial nature of the technology during their judgments about the emotional states, both
groups of unimodal conditions should not differ regarding the achieved emotion recognition
rates. In line with the mechanism of core cognition, we found the opposite: when participants
were asked to categorize the emotional expressions as quickly and correctly as possible, they
not only made more wrong judgments about the emotion intensity, but also about the emotion
category, when emotional cues are presented together with a neutral modality. This can be
explained by the fact that they took the irrelevant neutral cues into account during the
judgment process. We further found significantly higher response times for unimodal
emotional cues presented together with neutral information. This indicates that they indeed
perceived the information from the neutral channels as conflicting information instead of
focusing on the relevant modality. Thus, the participants could not help but to base their
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judgment on the virtual agent’s complete expressive behavior. This finding is in line with
studies reporting that emotion expressions of virtual agent influence both the users own
emotional state (Qu et al., 2014) and decision making (de Melo et al., 2012) and provides
evidence for the far-reaching effects of social core cognition. The mechanism of social core
cognition is also supported by studies investigating subliminal presentation of emotion faces
through backward masking. Typically, although participants are not aware that an emotional
face has been presented, increased levels of amygdala activity (Whalen et al., 1998; Glascher
& Adolphs, 2003) and faster spatial orientation to areas of emotional compared to neutral
faces can be found (Carlson & Reinke, 2008).
Lastly, another example of the strong and reliable impressions social core cognition
can form about virtual stimuli at the perceptual level is the phenomenon of animacy
attribution. When entities in the perceptual environment show signs of self-locomotion as
indicated by specific movement patterns (Liebold, Pietschmann, & Ohler, 2015b; Santos,
David, Bente, & Vogeley, 2008; Santos et al., 2010; Tremoulet & Feldman, 2000), they
activate a basic cognitive mechanism that is responsible for the recognition of living beings
and can lead to far-reaching inferences about the causation of these movements (Heider &
Simmel, 1944).
In summary, both spatial and social virtual cues can easily address core cognition
systems. Because they are designed with the real entities in mind, they contain all the
necessary cues to trigger specialized perceptual input analyzers feeding into core cognition.
The resulting state of non-mediation is evidenced by user reactions that ignore the artificial
nature of the situation.
1.5.

Mental Models and Non-Mediation

Although it can be easily established, the phenomenon of non-mediation may be
interrupted at several points during the virtual experience or might even be interrupted so
frequently that the state of non-mediation becomes the exception. However, this is not a
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result from the phenomenon being unstable. Rather inconsistencies in the VE bring the
artificial nature of the VE to light. We argue that disturbances in the interaction between
focused attention and core cognition can be explained with the help of mental models of the
VE (Liebold et al., in prep.). More so, mental model theory does not only account for
interruptions of non-mediation, but can also explain more complex processes of knowledge
transfer between VEs and the PE.
Mental models are mental representations of entities from an environment and their
causal relations that aid the cognitive system during perception, reasoning, and prediction
(Craik, 1943). In an account of the history of mental model theory, Johnson-Laird (2004)
summarizes three domains, in which mental models have been discussed and that can be
considered basic properties of mental models: The domain of vision refers to mental
representations of space and objects. Knowledge representation accounts for relations
between objects as well as basic mechanics. Disclosure covers the human ability to
communicate the content of mental models using appropriate grammar and derive mental
models from these communications. Virtual environments are one such domain that enables
disclosure of mental models—yet, as they just as movies follow a very different grammar of
representation, which is more iconic than, for example, language (Sachs-Hombach, 2005),
they allow more natural perceptions for the construction of mental models. Johnson-Laird
(1983) also stresses the fact that mental models need to be able to represent the essentially
infinite complexity of reality with a finite number of representations (e.g. by the use of
tokens) to meet the limitations of the cognitive system. Following his account, mental models
are isomorphic structures of perceptions or imagery that are the basis for reasoning. From the
perspective of discourse comprehension, Kintsch and van Dijk (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978,
1983) refer to these models as situation models. They argue that in most cases new situation
models do not need to be constructed from scratch—rather, existing models typically already
account for most aspects of the new situation. Thus, in a new situation, a related mental
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model is already activated serving as a template for the new situation. The model is then
constantly updated to match the new information.
Mental models received ample attention in communication research and media
psychology. In the realm of narrative comprehension (Ohler, 1994; Busselle & Bilandzic,
2008) they have been used to explain, how users construct situation models from media
narratives by integrating information from the medium with prior knowledge about the
physical world and knowledge about genre conventions. Regarding video games, it has been
argued that players construct game models for specific games that are related to mental
models from the physical world to allow the player to make quick and effective decisions in
the game (Tamborini & Skalski, 2006; McGloin, 2011; McGloin, Farrar, & Krcmar, 2013).
Boyan and Sherry (2011) argue that this is achieved through the process of model matching,
which can also account for learning effects from video games: Typically, players construct
game models that help them to meet the challenge of the game. If the educational is relevant
for this challenge, the player actively constructs knowledge in the form of mental models,
which can also be applied to the physical world (see also Bogost, 2007). These considerations
have further been applied to explain the role of natural user interfaces (e.g. Wii Mote, Sixense
STEM) during the interaction with VEs. As we possess elaborated models of manual
interaction with everyday objects, natural user interfaces allow the user to integrate this
knowledge into the mental model for the VE. This degree of natural mapping represents the
benefits, natural user interfaces provide for both the user experiences and the performance in
VEs (Tamborini & Bowman, 2010; Skalski, Tamborini, Shelton, Buncher, & Lindmark,
2011; Pietschmann, 2015). In the realm of presence research, Wirth and colleagues (2007)
argued that users of VEs construct spatial situation models that are the basis of spatial
operations within the VE. With his notion of the “simulating brain”, Sjölie (2012) further
emphasizes the role of mental models and discusses possibly involved neural correlates.
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We can see from this board application area of mental models, that they serve
important functions during virtual experiences. They are response for our ability to interact
with VEs based on the implementation of prior experiences and get updated in the process,
which in turn yields new experiences that can be applied in PEs. Thus, the process of model
activation and updating in VEs is the very essence of transfer effects between VE and PEs. In
this context, the state of non-mediation biases our cognitive system to apply and update
mental models from related domains of the PE automatically and without reflection of their
applicability. As such, this non-mediation bias is both an important starting point for effective
interaction and learning in VEs but can also highlight problems with a VE. In the following
sections, I will first outline the implications of the link between non-mediation and mental
model theory for the interaction with VEs and later address the transfer of mental models
between the VE and PE.
1.5.1. Analytic Reception and Breaks in Presence
Regarding the phenomenon of non-mediation, we argued that focused attention due to
its close link to core cognition unavoidably leads the cognitive system into the state of nonmediation already at the perceptual level. Mental model theory can provide the necessary
additional explanation, why this otherwise relatively stable process could get interrupted
(Liebold et al., in prep.). This approach is in line with narrative comprehension theory
(Busselle & Bilandzic, 2008) and spatial presence theory (Wirth et al., 2007). According to
narrative engagement theory, the user constantly updates a situation model of the narrative. If
during this process incoming information from the narrative is incompatible with the situation
model, the user engages in counter-arguing—an online judgment of the realism of the story
world. It disrupts the construction of situation models and thereby ends the state of
transportation. Similarly, spatial presence theory argues that users continually perform
perceptual hypothesis tests based on the spatial situation model. Only, if these hypotheses are
confirmed, the user shifts his primary ego-reference frame to the VE. If, however, the
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hypotheses are disconfirmed, the current ego-reference frame is challenged and the user shifts
back to the PE as his primary ego-reference frame. We followed an approach similar to both
theories (Liebold et al., in prep.), but explain interrupts of non-mediation with the mechanism
that brought non-mediation to light in the first place, i.e. the interruption of focused attention
and attention allocation to different sources of distracting stimuli.
In the state of non-mediation, the user focuses all attention on media content. In this
process attention is serially allocated to stimuli that have been selected through bottom-up or
top-down attention allocation. Out of these stimuli, the user constructs and constantly updates
a situation model of the VE similar as in narrative comprehension theory or spatial presence
theory, which contains spatial information, representations of objects and agents, causal
relationships between those entities, and representations of witnessed events. During the
virtual experience, this situation model is the foundation for all operations in the VE as it
serves as a mental simulation of the VE (Sjölie, 2012) allowing the user to understand entities
and their relations and to predict their causes and effects in certain contexts. Consequently,
the situation model further aids focused attention by top-down attention allocation to media
content stimuli based on predictions derived from the model. These predictions may concern
changes in the spatial arrangement of entities (perceptual hypotheses in spatial presence
theory) or reactions of entities (narrative events in the broadest sense). In the standard case of
presence, these predictions are confirmed. In some cases, however, inconsistencies between
the predictions and information from the VE might be observed. These inconsistencies may
range from very slight violations as they are just another possible (but overall less likely)
state of the current situation model (i.e. an event that is unexpected, but can be explained by
the situation model) to severe violations that might question the fundamental principles
governing the VE (Liebold, Brill, et al., 2015). While the first type merely results in a
revision of the situation model, the latter directs attention away from the media content to the
media form as a top-down process in order to identify the causation of the inconsistency.
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Thus, the medium itself as an artifact becomes the object of attention (Liebold et al., in
prep.), and the user considers meta-cognitive aspects of the virtual encounter, such as limited
means of interaction or faulty programming. This process can be considered as a severe
instance of the analytic mode of media reception (Vorderer, 1992) directed at the medium as
an artifact. Contrary to the establishment of non-mediation, this moment can express itself as
a conscious experience similar to surprise and can thereby fuel ex post facto rationalizations
of the feeling of presence after the virtual encounter (Liebold et al., in prep.). Only, when the
user has overcome this stage, focused attention can be reestablished. This is possible either
through the distractive stimulus loosing novelty and therefore attentional relevance or
through the integration of this type of deviation into the mental model after repeated
encounters. A visual representation of the complete model can be obtained from Figure 1.
The moment, when a user becomes aware of the mediated nature of his experience, is
usually referred to as a break in presence (BIP). The concept was introduced by Slater and
Steed (2000) with the goal to create a measure capable of assessing presence during the

Figure 1. Cognitive model of VE processing (adapted from Liebold, Pietschmann, &
Ohler, in prep.).
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virtual experience without disturbing the experience. Several methodologies for their
assessment have been presented since the inception of the concept including self-report
(Slater & Steed, 2000; Steed, Brogni, & Vinayagamoorthy, 2005; Chung, 2010) and
psychophysiological measures (Slater, Brogni, & Steed, 2003; Slater et al., 2006; Rey,
Parkhutik, & Alcañiz, 2011; Kober & Neuper, 2012). The latter are the only measures that
can be obtained during a virtual experience, without further directing attention to the BIPinducing stimulus. However, these studies have not presented a cognitive mechanism
explaining why a BIP should emerge and were unable to link the recorded
psychophysiological measures to their respective causes. We addressed these challenges by
linking BIPs to orienting responses and testing this account to BIP in an experiment with
psychophysiological and behavioral measures (Liebold, Brill, et al., 2015).
Orienting responses are automatic shifts of attention and cognitive resources to
unexpected stimuli and have been linked to inconsistencies with mental models (Sokolov,
1963; Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980). They can be enhanced when an unexpected
stimulus possesses emotional relevance (Bradley, 2009) or attenuated, when the cognitive
system is engaged in a task through top-down attention allocation (Everaert, Spruyt, Rossi,
Pourtois, & de Houwer, 2014). Most importantly, orienting responses possess a distinct
psychophysiological pattern indicated by a temporary decrease in heart activity and increase
in galvanic skin response. Because BIPs are elicited by VE stimuli that do not meet
predictions derived from the situation model, their unexpected occurrence should trigger an
orienting response to identify the causation of the inconsistency. From this perspective, BIPs
are special types of orienting responses, but not all orienting responses constitute BIPs.
Additionally, the emotional evaluation of the BIP (Scherer, 1984, 2001) should result in a
negatively valenced emotional reaction, which has been related to the corrugator supercilli
muscle. To test the assumption that BIP express themselves as orienting responses, we
conducted an experiment, in which participants played the commercial video game The Elder
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Scrolls V: Skyrim (Bethesda, 2011), which was modified to include several BIPs. Modifying
games can be considered the superior experimental methodology of using games as research
instruments compared to other approaches (Elson & Quandt, 2014; Mohseni, Liebold, &
Pietschmann, 2015). However, because no topology of BIP-inducing stimuli has been
presented so far, we first conducted focus group discussions, from which several categories
of BIPs were derived. We then evaluated the BIPs belonging to these categories in an online
survey according to their frequency and significance. Technological issues and external
distractions proofed to be the most reliable BIPs and were implemented into the protocol of
the experiment. We measured heart activity, galvanic skin response, and muscle activity of
the corrugator supercilii and the trapezius muscle (startle responses) and took recorded video
recordings of the participants. After appropriate filtering of the psychophysiological data and
coding of the game events as well as the participants’ blinking behavior, the data were
generally in support of the notion that BIPs can be considered as orienting responses. We
found significant orienting responses for several types of BIPs both for heart activity and
galvanic skin response. We also found evidence of habituation of orienting, when the same
BIP is presented several times during the virtual experience. The analysis of the participants
blinking behavior also provided evidence of blink inhibition after a BIP. The idea that
emotional reactions to BIPs can be assessed using muscle activity, however, could not be
supported. Overall, the results from the experiment support the notion that orienting
responses can be considered as the cognitive mechanisms behind the elicitation of BIPs. If
inconsistencies between the mental model and information from the VE are detected,
attention is reallocated to stimuli unrelated to the media content. This further supports that the
state of non-mediation is closely tied to focused attention on the VE during the virtual
experience.
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1.5.2. Mental Models of Interaction
Mental model theory can also be applied to the way we interact with virtual
environments. They are interactive experiences and as such their fascination is not only a
result of their cunning visual presentation, but also of the things we can do within them
(Schubert et al., 2001; Tamborini & Bowman, 2010). Interaction in VEs might be modeled
after interactions in the physical world but can also go beyond our capabilities in real life and
range from microscopic to large-scale manipulations. However, because we cannot (yet)
touch elements of the VE directly, some kind of input device is required that maps the user’s
actions to actions in the VE. The degree to which these actions with a given input device
physically correspond with their respective effects in the VE marks a point on the so-called
natural mapping continuum (Tamborini & Bowman, 2010; Skalski et al., 2011). From this
perspective, naturally mapped input devices can range from directional natural mapping, such
as “up” and “down” on a d-pad resulting in a forward or backward movement by the
controlled character, to realistic tangible natural mapping (e.g. a Wii controller serving as a
tennis racket). Yet, input devices can also provide completely arbitrary controls, such as the
X-button on a gamepad resulting in a complex movement by the controlled character.
Pietschmann (2015; 2015) extended the upper end of this continuum by arguing that the
natural mapping of a system can be further improved by not only mapping user motions to
virtual actions, but also mapping the virtual space into the physical space around the user to
create an isomorphic space, in which all actions are situated. In this case of spatial mapping,
the positions of all virtual entities are encoded relative to the user’s head position and
movements with motion controllers result in isomorphic motions in the VE. This notion
resulted from earlier work by Pietschmann, Liebold, Valtin, and Ohler (2013): With the goal
to identify the reason, why stereoscopic media and natural user interfaces not only failed to
consistently show positive effects on UX (Sobieraj, Krämer, Engler, & Siebert, 2011; Elson,
van Looy, Vermeulen, & van den Bosch, 2015), but also were found to induce negative
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experiences (especially visual strain in the case of stereoscopy; Häkkinen, Pölönen, Takatalo,
& Nyman, 2006; Lambooij, Ijsselsteijn, Fortuin, & Heynderickx, 2009), we explored the
interaction between natural user interfaces and stereoscopy with the help of mental model
theory. To this end, we introduced the concept of mental interaction models that are
responsible for successful interactions in VEs with varying levels of natural mapping and
spatial mapping. Mental interaction models can be considered as a special case of the abovementioned mental models. When users interact with a VE for the first time, the available
means for interaction are not completely clear. The user will have to explore, how the buttons
and sensors of the input device are mapped to actions in the VE (controller mapping), what
latency and intensity is associated with this mapping (timing), and in which ways one can
interact with the VE in the first place (interaction affordances; Gibson, 1979; Schubert,
Friedmann, & Regenbrecht, 1999). Additionally, if the input device belongs to the group of
natural user interfaces, the spatial relations of performed movements and resulting
movements in the VE need to be represented (spatial mapping). Although users typically
possess a more or less elaborate understanding of user interface conventions depending on
the user’s experience with VEs, the precise associations between user input and system
responses still have to be learned through trial and error. This process of integrating prior
knowledge with hands-on experience meets the criteria for a mental model that becomes finetuned to a specific interaction scenario based on predictions about the expected outcome from
the model and model modification when the observed outcome was unexpected. This mental
interaction model would have to account for the controller mapping, the spatial mapping, and
the interaction affordances of a VE and link these to the necessary actions required to carry
out a successful manipulation. These representations of actions (a token in the sense of
Johnson-Laird, 1983) take the form of motor patterns and their complexity depends on
degrees of freedom an input device provides. A simple button-based input device would
merely require the player to press the right button at the right moment while considering the
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latency of the input and the duration the associated action in the VE requires to be completed
(e.g. swinging a baseball bat). A natural user interface, however, would require the user to
carry out the appropriate movement himself, which possesses considerably higher degrees of
freedom. At the same time, the required movements are physically motivated and we are able
to imitate previously observed physical movements easily (Iacoboni, 2009), though with
lower accuracy, or to derive necessary movements from the physical properties of an object
or demands of the situation. Therefore the user is at least able to produce a rudimentary
version of the necessary movement without much effort (Tamborini & Bowman, 2010) by
relying on prior knowledge. Yet, depending on the accuracy of the controller mapping and
the spatial mapping the required motor patterns have to be tuned to the VE. The motion
controller of the Nintendo Wii, for example, only requires an acceleration regardless of the
direction to result in a tennis racket swing, whereas a VR table tennis simulation (Rusdorf &
Brunnett, 2005) requires the user to place the racket in the correct position to hit the ball
(Pietschmann, 2015). From this perspective, the required motor patterns for natural VE
interaction can grow as complex as the respective actions in PEs. This can both be a blessing,
because it strongly increases the user’s sense of self-efficacy resulting in improved UX
(Klimmt, 2006), and a curse, because the learning process can prove difficult and
considerably increases the required effort.
The model accommodating this learning process extends the concept of the spatial
situation models described by Wirth and colleagues (2007) and the model matching process
described by McGloin and colleagues (McGloin, 2011; McGloin & Krcmar, 2011; McGloin
et al., 2013). According to spatial presence theory, users construct a spatial situation model
containing representations of spatial information of the VE. A mental model of interaction
then represents, in which ways the user can interact with these entities. These representations
are different from what is expected from a corresponding PE, as users need to correlate
actions in the PE with outcomes in the VE. Only after sufficient learning and automation
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through learned motor patterns can this explicit linking process become obsolete. At this
point, one could argue that spatial situation models and interaction models can be understood
as an integrated representation of spatial entities with attached interaction affordances (see
e.g. Schubert et al., 2001), because ultimately interaction processes need to be linked to
certain entities and the meaning of an entity emerges from its interaction affordances
(Schubert et al., 1999). In fact, Wirth and colleagues (Wirth et al., 2007; Hofer, Wirth,
Kuehne, Schramm, & Sacau, 2012; Hartmann et al., 2015) also consider the domain of
“possible actions” as highly relevant to the presence phenomenon due to its ability to lend
support to perceptual hypotheses. McGloin and colleagues (McGloin, 2011; McGloin &
Krcmar, 2011; McGloin et al., 2013) have an even broader understanding of mental (game)
models focusing on game mechanics and the process of model matching between the game
model and more general mental models from PEs. Although he also considers natural user
interfaces and stresses the idea that they can build upon prior experiences, mental interaction
models can contribute to his approach by identifying specific cognitive challenges (e.g.
spatial mapping) that arise when natural user interfaces are employed for VE interaction.
Furthermore, we argue that successful interaction in the long run depends on the availability
of trained context-specific motor patterns that are linked to but otherwise independent from
interaction models, which has important implications for virtual training applications (see
section “motor learning from virtual environments”).
Mental interaction models are part of the mental models we considered in our
cognitive process model. As such, they may not be necessary for the initialization of the nonmediation phenomenon, but contribute to its stability. Users with a well-adapted mental
interaction model can interact seamlessly with the virtual environment and it has been found
that the ability to perform actions within a VE enhances the presence phenomenon
(Regenbrecht & Schubert, 2002; McGloin & Krcmar, 2011; Pietschmann, 2015;
Pietschmann, Valtin, & Ohler, 2012). As such, sound mental interaction models and
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associated motor patterns allow the player to engage in an interactivity loop (see also
Klimmt, 2006), where the user derives predictions about which action to take and then carries
out the necessary action to bring about the desired effect. This may result in a flow-like
experience (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; Weber et al., 2009) binding the user’s attention to the
VE. If, however, users still struggle with the input device, as the observed outcome differed
from the expected outcome, or are not sure about the interaction affordances of the VE,
attention is directed at media form variables. The resulting BIP triggers analytic processing of
the controller itself or the mechanics of the VE. Apart from focused attention being facilitated
by sound mental interaction models, non-mediation might also facilitate the adaption of
mental interaction models, as users get encouraged to apply mental models from the PE to the
VE without reflecting their applicability. Consequently, the acquired mental models might
also become activated in the PE (Tamborini & Skalski, 2006; Tamborini & Bowman, 2010).
Mental interaction models for VEs featuring natural user interfaces are often
considered to resemble existing models from the physical world. After all, only few
modifications of the mental model for the already natural behaviors are necessary to interact
with the VE. At the same time, abstract input devices, such as gamepads and keyboards,
should require more effort to form sound mental interaction models. This difference is
thought to drive the positive effects reported for natural user interfaces (e.g. Pietschmann,
2009; Pietschmann et al., 2012; Skalski et al., 2011). However, it cannot be taken for granted
that natural user interfaces require only minor modifications of mental models from the PE.
The degree to which the required user input actually represents a natural movement strongly
depends on its implementation into the respective VE. From this perspective the question
arises what actually constitutes a naturally mapped input device. It has been argued that the
naturalness of an input device should not be defined objectively, but rather subjectively as a
perception by the user (Rogers, Bowman, & Oliver, 2015; Tamborini & Bowman, 2010).
This also received support from studies demonstrating that classic game controllers result in a
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higher game performance (Pietschmann et al., 2012; Pietschmann, 2015) or higher perceived
naturalness ratings (Tamborini, Bowman, Eden, Grizzard, & Organ, 2010) compared to
naturally mapped game controllers. To clarify the nature of these effects, we conducted a
study (Liebold, Bowman, et al., 2016b) fueled by the notion of mental interaction models
(Pietschmann et al., 2013) as one of the driving hypotheses thought to lend empirical support
to the concept. The study investigated two rivaling hypotheses regarding the effects of
naturally mapped controllers compared to classic controllers. The learning effect hypothesis
suggests that both self-efficacy as an indicator of perceived game performance and UX
depend on the experience of the user with either type of input device. This hypothesis is
consistent with the notion of mental interaction models being constructed during VE
interactions ultimately forming a global mental interaction model for a specific controller.
The novelty hypothesis, on the other hand, argues that self-efficacy and UX for naturally
mapped controllers are briefly increased during early interactions (little experience), but are
reduced, once the users realize that some discrepancies between actions performed with
naturally mapped controllers and in-game outcomes cannot be resolved (see Figure 2). To
this end, we conducted an online experiment, where participants were randomly assigned to
either the naturally mapped controller condition or the classic gamepad condition. They were
asked to remember their last encounter with this type of controller and subsequently filled in
several UX questionnaires. A path model of both hypotheses revealed that only the learning
hypotheses fitted the data with the novelty hypothesis possessing no substantial relation to
UX variables. More precisely, we found that controller experience across both conditions
predicted perceived controller naturalness, which in turn strongly predicted perceived selfefficacy and thereby enjoyment. This finding serves as an explanation of previous results
regarding the negative effects of natural user interfaces on performance and UX.
Additionally, we found that users were overall less experienced with naturally mapped
controllers and that naturally mapped controllers were still associated with lower perceived
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self-efficacy, although the variance proportion of controller experience was already
accounted for. This effect might indicate the poor implementation of naturally mapped
controllers in some video games, where classic controllers could act as more precise input
devices. Thus, in some cases, classic controllers might indeed be the more natural controllers
(e.g. Tamborini et al., 2010). Consequently, we found strong evidence for the involvement of
mental interactions models for player self-efficacy and UX. Regarding trait level variables we
found that positive attitudes towards natural user interfaces predicted the amount of perceived
controller naturalness and that general game playing skill was negatively associated with
natural user interface attitudes. Although the participants did not explicitly follow the
motivation to use a naturally mapped controller, these findings lend some support for the
novelty hypothesis.
Overall, the findings from this study can be considered as a first demonstration of the
far-reaching effects of well-adapted mental interaction models for the state non-mediation
during virtual experiences. With sufficiently adapted mental interaction models, focused
attention may be facilitated due to successful action-perception loops as described by Klimmt
(2006). In this case the user is capable of interacting naturally (i.e. in the sense of non-

Figure 2. Path model of the learning and novelty hypotheses for game controllers with
different degrees of natural mapping (adapted from Liebold, Bowman, & Pietschmann, 2016a)
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mediation) with the VE, even when controllers with a low degree of natural mapping are
employed. As a result, both performance and user experience rely upon sound mental
interaction models and associated motor patterns. Episodes where the VE fails to show
desired reactions to the user’s actions—indicated by low levels perceived self-efficacy—may
lead to BIPs when the attention is redirected at the user interface. This is also in line with our
study on breaks in presence (Liebold, Brill, et al., 2015), where users lost control over the
character in one condition resulting in a statistically significant orienting response.
1.5.3. Motor Learning from Virtual Environments
The concepts of mental interaction models (Pietschmann et al., 2013), model
matching (Boyan & Sherry, 2011; McGloin, 2011), and procedural rhetoric (Bogost, 2007)
already imply the potential of VEs to bring about transfer processes to PEs. According to
these approaches, the construction of mental models in VEs results in motor patterns that are
independent from the VE in the case of mental interaction models and following model
matching and procedural rhetoric allow virtual experiences to also shape the mental models
of PEs. The power of VEs to elicit these types of learning processes resulted in a large body
of research, especially for video games under the label game-based learning. Meta-analyses
of the research domain show that video games can lead to increased learning effects for
procedural and declarative knowledge compared to common forms of instruction (Wouters &
van Oostendorp, 2013; Sitzmann, 2011). Yet, recent research mainly covered cognitive and
affective outcomes of game-based learning and avoided the domain of motor learning. The
latter effects have only been investigated for professional simulators in flight training (de
Winter et al., 2012) and medical training (Al-Kadi et al., 2012; Hays, Jacobs, Prince, & Salas,
1992) or systems providing additional information of the performed motions, which are
relevant primarily in the PE and not implemented into a consistent VE narrative (Bailenson et
al., 2008). The rise of naturally mapped controllers in recent years, however, might bear the
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potential for off-the-shelf video games to also facilitate motor learning given that they
provide accurate representations of the motor skill in question (Tamborini & Bowman, 2010).
We conducted an experiment to investigate the potential of video games with
naturally mapped controllers to facilitate learning across several transfer domains—motoric,
cognitive, and affective transfer—in a true transfer setting (Liebold, Koban, et al., 2015).
Novice participants from two cohorts were randomly allocated to either the experimental
groups or the control group. Over the course of 9 weeks, the experimental groups (N = 54)
trained with the racing simulation game Gran Turismo (Polyphony Digital, 2013) for 45
minutes per week. The control group (N = 22) received no training. After the training
curriculum of the experimental groups, all participants took part in a true transfer session on
the local go-kart track, where we recorded lap-times and psychophysiological measures
(ECG, GSR; not reported) during a 10-minute hunt for lap-times. For the training,
participants used either a virtual go-kart or a sports car with corresponding racing circuits,
which served as the manipulation of simulation accuracy (high/low). They controlled these
vehicles with either a steering wheel or a classic gamepad acting as the natural mapping
manipulation (high/low). We found significant transfer effects for affective transfer, as
participants with training were more anxious, but also reported higher levels of perceived
self-efficacy. Furthermore, we found a marginally significant transfer effect for motor skill
transfer with trained participants driving faster lap times. The cognitive transfer effect aiming
at declarative and procedural knowledge about race driving (e.g. throttle handling, cornering
strategies) turned out non-significant, possibly due to the difficulties of measuring these
variables in a procedural motor learning context. We could not observe effects related to the
manipulated media factors. This could be explained either by the limited sample size of each
group within the 2  2 between subjects design or by considerable discrepancies between the
racing game and the behavior of real racing vehicles. Taken for granted that a larger sample
could further clarify the nature of this finding, the virtual go-kart experience might still differ
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greatly from the racing situation in the transfer session. Firstly, the racing wheel was only
able to provide moderate levels of force feedback, although it was set to maximum, while a
go-kart requires a considerable amount of physical strength to achieve equally rapid direction
changes as they might have trained in the virtual setting. Secondly, although we tweaked the
virtual go-karts running gear and drive train to match the real go-kart as good as possible, the
acquired motor patterns might have become over-specialized to the virtual go-kart. As a
result, slight differences between the learned motor patterns for the virtual go-kart and the
required actions for the real vehicle might go a long way in making it difficult to adjust to the
new situation based on the existing motor patterns. For the group driving a virtual racing car
during the training sessions, the acquired motor patterns might have been sufficiently
different to make it necessary to build new motor patterns from scratch. Taking these two
effects together, both groups might have struggled equally due to the required matching
process between the trained motor patterns and situational requirements. Still, the
comparisons between the experimental groups and the control condition suggests that trained
participants were able to successfully apply mental models acquired in a VE to a situation in
a PE requiring motor transfer.
We additionally assessed cognitive skills prior to the training and after the training
session (Koban, Liebold, & Ohler, 2015), which could not be reported in the paper on
transfer effects due to space constraints, but also due to a research question going into another
direction. Analyses of these data indicated a shift of the relevance from prior experience (e.g.
real world driving, general video game experience) in early training sessions to cognitive
skills (e.g. perceptual speed) in the last training session for the training performance. This
finding is consistent with previous studies on the role of interindividual factors in skill
acquisition (Keehner, Lippa, Montello, Tendick, & Hegarty, 2006; Ackerman & Beier, 2007)
and marks the shift of progress-dependent demands on our participants over the course of the
training sessions.
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